
Overland Storage Promotion Doubles Unified Storage Capacity for Free

July 22, 2010
Customers Who Purchase a SnapServer N2000 With 4 Terabytes Can Upgrade to 8 Terabytes for Free

SAN DIEGO, CA, Jul 22, 2010 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX) --

Overland Storage, Inc. (NASDAQ: OVRL), the trusted global provider of effortless data management and data protection solutions across the data
lifecycle, has launched a new promotion: until September 24, 2010, customers who purchase a new business-grade SnapServer NAS N2000 can
double their capacity from 4 Terabytes to 8 Terabytes for free.

The SnapServer N2000 provides businesses with outstanding performance, ease of use and data protection in a 12-drive 2U rackmount unit that
provides both file and block (iSCSI) data storage. The promotion is part of Overland's ongoing mission to provide customers with the best combination
of capacity, performance and affordability.

Customers interested in taking advantage of this promotion should visit http://landing.overlandstorage.com/2X_N2000_PR or call 1-888-343-7627
(US) or +1-858-571-5555 (International).

SnapServer NAS N2000 is a 12-drive 2U rackmount unified storage solution that delivers:

Superior performance, throughput and scalability: With a quad-core Intel processor, up to 6 Gigabit Ethernet ports and
scalable to 144 TB, the N2000 will keep pace with the most demanding workflows and applications
Out-of-the-box Microsoft Windows integration: Fully compatible with Microsoft Active Directory, the entire set of more than
30 Windows permission attributes and VSS/VDS for iSCSI volumes, customers can deploy the N2000 in Windows
environments with confidence and ease
Power through functionality: The N2000 incorporates a comprehensive set of features including RAID, snapshots, remote
replication, iSCSI connectivity and Instant Capacity Expansion (ICE)
Mix and match data types and drive types: With the ability to store block and file data as well as mix high performance
SAS and SATA drives, the N2000 enables customers to build a truly customized storage solution

The promotion for SnapServer NAS N2000 customers:

Purchase a SnapServer N2000 with 4TB of storage and automatically upgrade to 8TBFREE
Offer ends September 24, 2010

About Overland Storage Overland Storage is the trusted global provider of effortless data management and data protection solutions across the data
lifecycle. By providing an integrated range of technologies and services for primary, nearline, offline, archival and cloud data storage, Overland makes
it easy and cost effective to manage different tiers of information over time. Whether distributed data is across the hall or across the globe, Overland
enables companies to focus on building their business instead of worrying about data growth. Overland SnapServer(R), NEO(R) and REO(R)
solutions are available through a select network of value added resellers and system integrators. For more information, visit www.overlandstorage.com

Overland Storage, SnapServer, Instant Capacity Expansion and the Overland logo are trademarks of Overland Storage, Inc. that may be registered in
some jurisdictions; all other trade names herein are recognized to be the property of their respective owners.
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